
 

 

Removal of MK I & II Mini Door Panels 

Before fitting of new Newton Commercial you will obviously need to remove the original panels. 

This can require some force so please see below instructions for help on this.  

1) Remove door pocket liner. There are 3 self-tapping screws in the bottom of the pocket. 
Remember to note which way round they are fitted. i.e. RH or LH & which way is front for 
fitting your new replacement parts 

2) Remove door fillets, noting how they are fitted. 
3) Remove inner door handle and/or door pull cable if fitted. 
4) This is the tricky bit - using finger tips (or maybe a bent screwdriver) lift the top corners of 

the door liner away from the door skin and try to bend it through the inner door surround 
opening. Once you have a corner out, then work your way along until the whole top of the 
door liner is free. (It may break at a corner but don't worry, they are going to be replaced 
anyway) 

5) Once the top is free, grasp the liner firmly at each side & lift vertically out of the door. It may 
catch at the top of the pocket area, so push towards the door skin at the same time as lifting 
It may require for you to lift one side at a time, lifting a couple of inches each time. 
Obviously please take more care and move the door liner much smaller amounts if you wish 
to remove them undamaged. Also remember to note where the door liner sits in relation to 
the inner door drainage tubes at front & rear ends of the pocket area. 

6) You are now ready to fit your new Newton Commercial door panels. Try to do this in a clean 
environment as possible and it is always a good idea to fit some of PVC door membranes to 
stop any water damage that could happen to your brand new panels.  

 


